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If you missed the first analysis video of Clair de Lune , definitely check it out â€” it was a ton of fun to make!
Different versions Before we get into the backstory and analysis, I just wanted to share a couple versions of
Canon in D for you to listen to â€” a traditional orchestral version, and an arranged piano version. Backstory
So I want to touch on a couple tidbits we talked about in the Canon in D piano tutorial video â€” namely, the
backstory basics. It was originally written for 3 violins and a basso continuo. Think of the basso continuo as
the background part. Analysis of Canon in D: So this song is in the key of D major. Now, what is a canon? So
in Canon in D, the three violins are all playing imitation parts. The first violin part is the trendsetter, and then
the second violin part plays the exact same thing but a couple bars delayed, and then the third violin copies the
first violin, but at a delay of 4 bars. This creates a really neat overlapping effect. So throughout this piece, the
first violin is always playing the leader role, and the other two violins are copying those notes 2 and 4 bars
delayed, respectively. So the origin story of Canon in D is unknown. Unfortunately, as is bound to happen
with the passage of time, Baroque music became unfashionable in the Classical era, but later on, in the
Romantic era 19th Century , Baroque music re-surged in popularity. Jean-Francois Paillard published a
recording of it in , which triggered many imitators, until it became one of the most well-known Classical songs
by the 80s. Ground Bass The first thing I want to talk about is a ground bass. This is a term used for patterns in
music, and Canon in D has one of the most famous patterns. Otherwise, this part is usually played by a
bass-type section, or in the Baroque period, a basso continuo. So remember, the tonic is the main key of a
song. If a song is in the key of D, the tonic is a D. At the end of the pattern we move to the dominant, which is
the 5th note in a key. So after our ground bass intro, you get the first violin entering the picture, starting the
tune. A couple bars later, the second violin repeats. Then, the third violin repeats. And this happens every time
the first violin plays a part. You can see the blue highlighter marks a new part, which is echoed again, and then
a new part in purple, and so on, for the duration of the song. This was kind of like a Baroque version of 12 bar
blues â€” it just means you have this repetitive ground bass or chord pattern that the melody instruments jam
over and create variations on. So Pachelbel blended these two styles â€” Canon and Chaconne â€” into one
piece. Canon in D in pop Since Canon in D has resurged in pop music over the last few decades, I thought it
would be neat to look at some of the pop songs that use the same ground bass as Canon in D. Clair de Lune is
all about subtlety and obscurity, whereas Canon in D is obvious and direct. Both are good in their own
respects. And because of the simplicity of this piece, analysis is very simple as well.
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IS NOT THE ORIGINAL VERSION IT IS SIMPLY PIECES OF THE SONG PUT TOGETHER.

Composed by Johann Pachelbel Arranged by Robert Schultz. Masterworks; Piano Solo; Solo. Published by
Alfred Music AP. Backstory But first things first â€” backstory time! Pachelbel was a German composer in
the Baroque period think 17th century , so this tune is quite a bit older than many people think. So one thing
that often happens to music over large periods of time is that it goes out of style. So though Canon in D is very
old, it only recently gained popularity in , when an orchestrated version of it was recorded, became popular,
and then spawned a whole slew of artists to record their versions of it. What is a Canon? As you may or may
not know, a canon is based on a series of repeating parts. In piano, what that usually means is one hand plays a
series of notes, and the other hand copies it at a staggered pace usually a bar or so behind the main tune. So I
did a little reading and it turns out the answer should have been obvious. Canon in D was originally written for
3 violins and a basso continuo a bass instrument and keyboard. The three violins played the canon, repeating
and imitating each other. And since we only have two hands, that imitation is lost on the piano. Then about 10
seconds later, the 3rd voice enters with that original tune, while the second voice imitates the first, and the first
voice does a new thing. You can see that in the key signature with two sharps, which just means that every F
and C in this song are played as a sharp. What I like to do with new music is hunt for patterns. What form is
this song written in? Does it just randomly meander through notes, or is there an apparent structure to it? This
pattern repeats throughout the whole piece. This is good news! This means that every four bars, the left hand is
essentially going to repeat itself, and the right hand part is going to morph into something different. The left
hand note pattern is as follows: If you print this out, I highly recommend adding in finger markings so you
stay consistent. Have fun playing around with the arrangement, and feel free to manipulate it as you see fit,
since this song is practically begging to be improvised with.
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About 'Canon in D ' Artist: Pachelbel, Johann (sheet music)Born: late August , March, Died: Nurnberg, Nurnberg The
Artist: Pachelbel was a German Baroque composer and organist and is best remembered for his Canon in D, which is
often heard at weddings.

Print out this free sheet music for piano -- your students and their parents will love it! And if this music is
beyond their playing level, I have a Middle C version of this classical music, a long version similar to this one,
but with some lettered notes to help beginners, and several very easy piano versions as well. Here is the first
arrangement scroll down the page to see page 2 of the Canon, and the free PDF download links: Does your
student know an inversion from a root chord? To play these arrangements easily, it is best if the student is
already acquainted with chord inversions. Root position chords such as c-e-g become easy to spot after some
experience, but when a C chord is "in disguise" such as the combination e-g-c or "scrambled," kids can find it
quite baffling. In the beginning of the Canon, almost every RH right hand chord is an inversion with a
different shape from the chord before it. What do I mean, look for patterns? It even works in the key of D
version with the black notes. Here it is in its original key of D, but otherwise just the same as the C version.
Assign them LESS than you believe they can do -- then it will seem do-able to them. Here is a similar
arrangement, but for small hands! Scroll down the page for page 2, and the free PDF download link:
Understanding chords means bigger-sounding music There are many arrangements of this piece out there on
the web. I like these versions of mine because they allow a player whose reading and coordination are still
pretty elementary to play a big-sounding piece of music. That is the value of knowing chords! They can be
used like repeatable patterns. Every finger seems to need a brain of its own, because the hands and fingers
move independently. In the meantime, playing a beautiful-sounding piece like this motivates them to keep
pushing! Download Canon arrangement for small hands I recently had a question about measure 27 of this
arrangement: So the left hand must let go of the note early, in time for the right hand to play it, despite the fact
that the half note indicates the E should be held down for 2 beats. Invariably, listeners voted the Pachelbel
Canon number one!
Chapter 4 : Canon in D (easy) sheet music for Piano download free in PDF or MIDI
canon in d - tutorial unlock level: likes on this video or unique useful comments! **UPDATE** TUTORIAL UNLOCKED
AND RELEASED - SEE ATTACHED VIDEO. Category.

Chapter 5 : The Pachelbel Canon: Free Printable Piano Music
of over 5, results for "canon in d piano music" Amazon Music Unlimited. Listen to any song, anywhere. Learn More
about Amazon Music Unlimited.

Chapter 6 : Canon in D - Easy Piano Version | Sheet Music | Piano Pronto Publishing
Canon in D Very good piece for sight reading depends on your level of performance as to how quickly one can master;
but it's a very comforting selection 99 / people found this review helpful.

Chapter 7 : Canon In D Sheet Music By Johann Pachelbel - Sheet Music Plus
"Canon in D" is just as often called "Pachelbel's Canon", because it was - you guessed it - written by a guy named
Pachelbel. Pachelbel was a German composer in the Baroque period (think 17 th century), so this tune is quite a bit
older than many people think.
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The Pachelbel Canon in D, in the Keys of D and C The Pachelbel Canon in D is the probably the most popular classical
music ever. Print out this free sheet music for piano -- your students (and their parents) will love it!

Chapter 9 : Canon in D (Pachelbel) | Easy Piano Sheet Music - www.nxgvision.com
About the Composer of 'Canon in D' Johann Pachelbel was born in Germany, in the city of Nurnberg in His father
enrolled him in the St. Lorenz High School but soon recognized Johann's musical potential and arranged for outside
musical training.
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